The theory of value distribution of functions of one complex variable is well developed and has yielded beautiful results and applications. An important aspect is that a nonconstant meromorphic function can be considered as an open map into the lliemann sphere P, so providing a ramified covering of an open subset of P.
Relation could be proved. In [25] (1964) and [26] (1964) , the First Main Theorem was extended to the case, where M is a pure m-dimensional analytic set in a complex manifold. Comparing the formulas in Levine [12] and Chern [3] with the formulas in [21] , [22] and Kneser [8] , a great similarity becomes apparent. Therefore, the question of an united theory arises. Such an unification will be provided here.
Let M and P be connected complex manifolds with dim M~m and dimP=n. Let be a family of pure p-dimensional analytic subsets of P. Let f:M~P he an holomorphic
map. Suppose that ] is general of order r=n-p in respect to 7, that means, that ]-1(S)
is empty or analytic of pure dimension q = m-r for every S E 7. The theory of value distribution is concerned with the size of ]-1(S) for SE 7. A typical statement would be: If ]
"grows" strongly enough, f(M) intersects "most" elements of 7. Usually, the "nmst"
which results from a "_First Main Theorem" would be in the Lcbesgue measure sense, where upon the "most" which results from a "'Second Main Theorem" would mean "all up to finitely many". The theory of Kneser and Stoll belong to the codimension r = 1, the theory of Chern and Levine belong to the codimension r=n. Here, both theories will be special case of an unified theory for codimension r where 1 ~<r ~<Min (m, n), at least so far the "_First Main Theorem" is concerned. P will be the n-dimensional complex projective space, and ~ will be the Grassmann manifold of all p-dimensional complex planes in P. 
Then (~(V) = e((~+x(V) -{0))
is the Grassmann manifold of the p-dimensional complex planes in P(V). Of course (~0(V) =
P(V). If aE(~(V)
, then E(at) and E(at) are well defined by E(a) = {3]3A a=0}, where Q ~Q--l(a) Define r=n-p. On P(V)-E(~), define the Levine form of order r by
Z(at) = e(~(at)-{0}).

If ate(~(V) and fle~q(V)
The form A(a) is non-negative and has bidegree (r-1, r-1). For r = 1 is A(a)= 1. Define
Let M be a complex manifold of pure dimension m. Let g be a differential form of bidegree (q, q) and class C 1 on M with d Z = 0. Suppose that 0 <m-q ffi n -p = r <Min (m, n).
Let /:M~N be a holomorphic map, which is general of order r (in respect to (~(V)).
For every zE/-I($(a)), an intersection multiplicity vf(z; ~) is defined, which is a positive integer. The function v1(z; :r of z is constant on every connectivity component of the set of simple points of/-l(/~(a)). As a consequence of a residue formula (Theorem 4.4) the following result is obtained. The integrands of these integrals are non-negative. This is not true for the deficit
T~E UNINTEGRATED FIRST MAIN THEOREM(I
These assumptions imply the First Main Theorem(4) 10. Let V be a complex vector space of dimension m with a Hermitian product (I).
l~or $ E V, define 
G(w)= f _a(~)ng (l~ ~/])"%v-~-s
is a continuous function on ~s. Therefore, a constant U>0 exists such that 0~<G(lV)<d if Iml <1 L~t 0~<~<1 and lvEG ~ with Jml <1. Then
~ F
( log--j/i)Vm_s~G,~iv,<C.
NOW, for 9-~0 shall be proved.
Take e > 0. Define 
<B E ~ I,(q)t'J~(~) 89
According 
Define T=m-t. Let g be a diHerential /orm on the coml~d s~bsd K of M with bounded and measurable coeHicients on K. Suppose that g has bidegree (m, ~). For 0 < ~ < 1, define
x(e) = J ~(,),l~ ~ I*(r A z. 2. For xEa and 0<~<1 ks Ixg;(~)l <B.
a, T). Let q) be a di//erential ]orm o/bidegree (s, t) on ~ with measurable and locally bounded coe//icients. Suppose that/or every Q > 0 a measurable/unction h o is given on M. Suppose that these/unctions are uni/ormly bounded by a constant B on K, that is ] ho(z ) [ <~ B i/~ > 0 and z E K. For ~ > O, de/ine
Ill] III ~+~
Then I(e)-~O /or Q-~O and
2= loglll! ii[.+,t*(~)Az
_Por x <~ 1~ ks go(x) = O.
For x>~ ks gQ(x) =I.
~or m ec, and 0 <e < 1, de/ine ~0(m) =gQ(] ~l)" D4ins According to II Theorem 3.9, J is continuous at 0EC p. If q=0, ~hen define J by
I(e) = fd" log ]1] A d(~eo/) A/*(go-,) h Z.
2~P f~
J(ro) = ~ vI(z; Yo) X(z).
zEH According to I Proposition 3.2, J is continuous at 0 E C v. For 0 <~ < 1 is (1) i
(e) = foJ(w) d" log ]m] h d)te(lv ) h (D~_I(m). Then d2e=g~(]yO] ) (dF0[Y0) + (F0[d~o)
(1) For q > 0, seo II, Proposi$ion 2.9. For q = 0, see II, Proposition 2.8. 
2.
Step. Define Step 2,
Step 3 and Step 4 are trivial and ~ is holomorphic.
For
Step 5 
